
 

   

February 21, 2023 

 

Special Agent in Charge Kevin Canty 

North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation 

5994 Caldwell Park Dr.  

Harrisburg, North Carolina 28075 

 Re: Kevin Eugene Boston Death Investigation 

 

Dear SAC Canty: 

Pursuant to N.C.G.S. 7A-61, my office has reviewed the investigation surrounding the 

shooting death of Kevin Eugene Boston on June 26, 2022. The case was investigated under case 

number 2022-01807. The documentation considered for the purposes of this review was 

provided by the North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation in November 2022.1 The purpose 

of this review was to examine whether the actions of Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 

Officers Richard Meyer and Erik Torres were unlawful in the incident leading to the death of 

Kevin Boston.   

These events occurred on June 26, 2022, in the area of 5145 Tuckaseegee Road in 

Charlotte, North Carolina. A review of the evidence in this matter reveals that Officers Meyer 

and Torres were responding to a grocery store at 4709 Tuckaseegee Road in reference to an 

armed robbery call for service. A store employee reported that an individual, later identified as 

the decedent, Kevin Eugene Boston, was attempting to leave the store without paying for items 

and flashed a firearm when confronted by an employee as the decedent exited the store. The 911 

caller provided a detailed description of the decedent and his direction of travel. On their way to 

the store, Officers Meyer and Torres located the decedent, pulled over, and began to approach 

him on foot. As officers approached, the decedent put both bags on the ground and reached 

toward the right side of his pants. [1]. Officers Meyer and Torres drew their firearms as the 

decedent pulled a gun from his pocket and crossed his arms, resulting in the decedent’s gun 

being momentarily pointed in the direction of Officer Torres. [2] [3]. Both officers then began to 

retreat to safer positions behind the patrol vehicles while giving commands for the decedent to 

 
1 The North Carolina State Bureau of Investigation does not routinely provide transcripts of interviews as part of the investigative 

file; therefore transcripts are not included as attachments to this review. For purposes of these reviews, however, this office 

reviews the actual underlying recorded video or audio interviews provided by the SBI.  



show his hands. The decedent did not comply. Officer Torres took up a position at the back of 

Officer Meyer’s vehicle, positioning the vehicle between himself and the armed decedent. The 

decedent then picked up the grocery bags in his left hand and began walking down the sidewalk 

in the general direction of Officer Torres while swinging his gun in his right hand. [4]. As the 

decedent walked, Officers Meyer and Torres told the decedent to drop the gun. The decedent 

continued walking and did not comply. As the decedent continued to walk, Officer Torres 

retreated from his position at the rear of the Officer Meyer’s car to the rear driver’s side of the 

car in order to keep the vehicle between him and the armed decedent. As the decedent, who was 

still swinging the gun in his right hand, began to walk past Officer Torres, Officer Torres fired at 

the decedent. [5]. Meanwhile, Officer Meyer, who had retreated to a position behind Officer 

Torres’ vehicle, moved to the front of Officer Meyer’s vehicle where he remained until Officer 

Meyer began firing.  

Despite being fired upon by Officer Torres, the decedent still did not drop his weapon. 

[6] [7]. Instead, the decedent raised the gun and pointed it in the direction of the officers. [8]. 

Officer Torres continued to fire at the decedent. Officer Meyer then fired at the decedent, and the 

decedent returned fire, striking the front passenger side window of Officer Meyer’s vehicle, 

which was being used as cover by Officers Torres and Meyer. [9]. Additionally, the decedent’s 

rounds struck the front passenger tire of Officer Torres’ vehicle. [10]. 

After the decedent fell to the ground, officers approached the decedent and began 

rendering assistance even while the exact location of the decedent’s gun was still unknown. A 

.357 six-shot revolver containing six spent casings was found next to the decedent. [11] [12]. A 

round count and spent casings found on scene showed Officer Torres fired 11 rounds, and 

Officer Meyer fired two rounds.  

An autopsy conducted on the decedent determined he was shot six times, with three 

projectiles being recovered from the decedent’s body. Each of those three projectiles were 

determined to have been fired from Officer Torres’ service weapon.  

As you know, this letter specifically does not address issues relating to tactics, or whether 

officers followed correct police procedures or CMPD Directives.     

I personally responded to the scene of this incident and monitored the investigation along 

with another senior Assistant District Attorney (ADA). I reviewed the investigative file as 

provided by the SBI. Finally, consistent with the District Attorney’s Office Officer-Involved 

Shooting Protocol, this case was presented to the District Attorney’s Officer-Involved Shooting 

Review Team, which is comprised of the office’s most experienced prosecutors.   

 

A. The role of the District Attorney under North Carolina law 

The District Attorney (DA) for the 26th Prosecutorial District is a state official and, as 

such, does not answer to city or county governments within the prosecutorial district. The 

District Attorney is the chief law enforcement official of the 26th Judicial District, the boundaries 

of which are the same as the County of Mecklenburg. The District Attorney has no 

administrative authority or control over the personnel of CMPD or other police agencies within 

the jurisdiction. That authority and control resides with each city or county government.   



Pursuant to North Carolina statute, one of the District Attorney’s obligations is to advise 

law enforcement agencies within the prosecutorial district. The DA does not arrest people or 

charge people with crimes. When the police charge a person with a crime, the DA decides 

whether or not to prosecute the charged crime. Generally, the DA does not review police 

decisions not to charge an individual with a crime. However, in officer-involved shooting cases, 

the DA reviews the complete investigative file of the investigating agency. The DA then decides 

whether he agrees or disagrees with the charging decision made by the investigating agency. If 

the DA concludes that uncharged conduct should be prosecuted, the case will be submitted to a 

Grand Jury. 

If no criminal charges are filed, that does not mean the District Attorney’s Office believes 

the matter was in all respects handled appropriately from an administrative or tactical viewpoint. 

It is simply a determination that there is not a reasonable likelihood of proving criminal charges 

beyond a reasonable doubt unanimously to a jury. This is the limit of the DA’s statutory 

authority in these matters. The fact that a shooting may be controversial does not mean that 

criminal prosecution is warranted. Even if the District Attorney believes a shooting was 

avoidable or an officer did not follow expected procedures or norms, this does not necessarily 

amount to a violation of criminal law. In these circumstances, remedies (if any are appropriate) 

may be pursued by administrative or civil means. The District Attorney has no administrative or 

civil authority in these matters. Those remedies are primarily in the purview of city and county 

governments, police departments, and private civil attorneys. 

 

B. Legal standards 

The law recognizes an inherent right to use deadly force to protect oneself or others from 

death or great bodily harm. This core legal principle is referred to as the right to “self-defense.”  

A police officer does not lose the right to self-defense by virtue of becoming a police officer.  

Officers are entitled to the same protections of the law as every other individual. An imminent 

threat to the life of a police officer or others entitles the officer to respond in such a way as to 

stop that threat. 

 

Under North Carolina law, the burden of proof is on the State to prove beyond a 

reasonable doubt that a defendant did not act in defense of himself or others. The Supreme Court 

of North Carolina defined the law of self-defense in State v. Norris, 303 N.C. 526 (1981). A 

killing is justified under North Carolina law if it appeared to a person that it was necessary to kill 

in order to save himself or another from death or great bodily harm. The law requires that the 

belief in the necessity to kill must be reasonable under the circumstances.  Id. at 530 

 

C. Use of deadly force by a law enforcement officer 

The same legal standards apply to law enforcement officers and private citizens alike.  

However, officers fulfilling their sworn duty to enforce the laws of this State are often placed in 

situations in which they are required to confront rather than avoid potentially dangerous people 

and situations.   



 The United States Supreme Court stated, “[t]he ‘reasonableness’ of a particular use of 

force must be judged from the perspective of a reasonable officer on the scene, rather than with 

the 20/20 vision of hindsight.” Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. 386, 396 (1989). The Court further 

explained that “[t]he calculus of reasonableness must embody allowance for the fact that police 

officers are often forced to make split-second judgments – in circumstances that are tense, 

uncertain, and rapidly evolving – about the amount of force that is necessary in a particular 

situation.” Id. at 396–97. The Fourth Circuit Court of Appeals has consistently held that “an 

officer does not have to wait until a gun is pointed at the officer before the officer is entitled to 

take action.” Anderson v. Russell, 247 F.3d 125, 131 (2001). A situation in which an officer is 

confronting an armed person with uncertain motives is by definition dangerous, and such a 

circumstance will almost always be tense, uncertain, and rapidly evolving. In these 

circumstances, we are not deciding whether the officer’s belief in the need to use deadly force 

was correct but only whether his belief in the necessity of such force was reasonable. 

 In conducting a legal analysis, this office must take its guidance from the law, and a 

decision must not be based upon public sentiment or outcry. The obligation of a District Attorney 

is clear; he must simply apply the law to the known facts. 

 What the law demands is an evaluation of the reasonableness of the officer’s decision at 

the moment he fired the shot. The Supreme Court of the United States has provided guidance on 

what is objectively reasonable and how such an analysis should be conducted. That guidance 

indicates that it is inappropriate to employ “the 20/20 vision of hindsight,” and an analysis must 

make “allowance for the fact that police officers are often forced to make split-second 

judgments.” See Graham v. Connor, 490 U.S. at 396. The Court suggests that when reviewing 

use of force cases, caution should be used to avoid analysis “more reflective of the ‘peace of a 

judge’s chambers’ than of a dangerous and threatening situation on the street.”  Elliot v. Leavitt, 

99 F.3d. 640, 643 (4th Cir. 1996). 

 

D.  The officer-involved shooting of Kevin Eugene Boston 

Officer Erik Torres 

Officer Erik Torres was interviewed by SBI agents on July 5, 2022, at the SBI District 

Office in Harrisburg, North Carolina. In that interview, Officer Torres stated that he has been 

employed with CMPD since 2017. Prior to his employment with CMPD, he served 18 years in 

the United States Marine Corps.  

On this day, Officer Torres was wearing his full police uniform and operating unit 1181, 

a marked police SUV. Officer Torres heard the call for service over his radio. At the time, he 

was aware there was an armed robbery from the grocery store on Tuckaseegee Road and that the 

suspect was a male wearing a straw hat, but Torres assumed they meant a “bucket hat.” He was 

also told the male was carrying two reusable grocery bags and was last seen walking toward 

Little Rock Road, and he was given a description of the firearm. 

Officer Torres began driving his marked vehicle in the direction of the call and advised 

dispatch when he saw the armed robbery suspect on Tuckaseegee Road. Officer Torres reported 

to dispatch that he saw the subject, drove off the road, turned on his lights to activate his body-



worn camera (BWC), and asked Officer Meyer whether the subject was the person for whom 

they were looking. Officer Torres recalled that Officer Meyer said he matched the description. 

Officer Torres recounted that he approached the decedent and said, “Sir, can I stop and 

talk to you?” Officer Torres estimated he was between 7 and 10 yards away from the decedent at 

this point. Prior to saying anything else, Officer Torres saw the decedent with a firearm on his 

left hip. Officer Torres stated that he saw the handle of the firearm. He knew it was a handgun 

but did not know it was a revolver. Officer Torres recalled that the decedent was holding the two 

bags at the time but dropped them, went directly for the gun, and pulled it out. While drawing his 

own firearm, Officer Torres recalled saying “10-94,” which means “armed person.” He knew 

additional CMPD personnel would respond quickly. 

When Officer Torres drew his firearm, the decedent pointed his gun at Officer Meyer, 

according to Officer Torres. Officer Torres’ recollection was that the decedent pointed the gun 

toward the decedent’s own head and then pointed it back at either Officer Torres or Officer 

Meyer. Officer Torres recounted that both he and Officer Meyer told the decedent to drop his 

gun. Officer Torres described the decedent as looking at both him and Officer Meyer as if he was 

trying to decide who to shoot first. 

Officer Torres stated that he heard Officer Meyer say “cover, cover, cover.” Officer 

Torres retreated and ended up at the rear of Officer Meyer’s patrol SUV while Officer Meyer 

ended up at the front of the vehicle. Officer Torres recalled that as he was moving to cover, he 

could hear sirens coming toward him, and he believed the decedent was trying to decide what to 

do. 

Officer Torres recalled that somehow he and the decedent got closer to each other, but, at 

about 5 yards apart, they began firing at each other. Officer Torres could not recall whether he or 

the decedent shot first, but he heard glass shatter from the decedent’s gunfire. He could not 

remember whether he fired before hearing the glass shatter. Officer Torres’ recollection was that 

he shot two to three rounds while giving the decedent commands to drop the gun, then 

reassessing while the decedent stood and fired his own gun. Officer Torres recalled that he again 

shot two to three rounds while telling the decedent to drop the gun. Officer Torres recounted that 

there was nothing behind the decedent but an open front yard. At some point, the decedent 

dropped to the ground. Officer Torres stated that while on the ground, the decedent grabbed the 

gun again and was pointing it at Officer Torres, but Officer Torres fired one more shot while the 

decedent was on the ground, and the decedent finally dropped the gun. Officer Torres did not 

know how many times the decedent fired prior to falling to the ground or in which hand the 

decedent held his gun. After the shooting, Officer Torres said the decedent kept reaching in his 

pocket and to the ground. He did not know what the decedent was reaching for. Officer Torres 

said the decedent did not say anything during the incident. 

Officer Torres did not remember whether Officer Meyer fired his weapon, he said, 

because he was trained not to turn around and to instead use his other senses to determine what 

was behind him. Officer Torres stated he shot his handgun with his right hand, using his left 

hand as support. He fired his shots in rapid succession; saying he shot two to three times rapidly, 

reassessed and fired again. He fired 11 total rounds, but he only knew that after doing a round 

count with the SBI. 



Officer Torres recalled that the decedent remained on the sidewalk during the entire 

incident and that Officer Torres gave the decedent numerous commands to drop the gun, but the 

decedent did not comply. 

 Once the shooting stopped, Officer Torres said the decedent was still moving around on 

the ground, and Officer Torres told the decedent to stop going for the weapon. Officer Torres 

recalled that Officer Meyer was over his shoulder and was asking if he was okay to which 

Officer Torres responded that he was all right. He recalled that Officer Meyer brought someone 

up to relieve him, and Officer Torres stepped away from his position. He had no further 

interaction with the decedent after stepping away from his position.  

When asked why he felt compelled to shoot, Officer Torres said the decedent posed an 

immediate threat to the public, multiple houses, and both himself and Officer Meyer. Officer 

Torres stated that the decedent also posed a deadly threat to other officers responding to the 

scene and a threat to the public. Officer Torres said he shot more than once because the 

immediate threat had not stopped, and the decedent was still shooting at him. Officer Torres 

explained he kept engaging until the threat was stopped. 

Officer Torres said he did not know the decedent and did not recall any prior contact with 

the decedent before the shooting. 

Officer Richard Meyer 

Officer Richard Meyer was interviewed by SBI agents on July 1, 2022, at the SBI District 

Office in Harrisburg, North Carolina. In that interview, Officer Meyer stated he has worked with 

CMPD since 2005. Previously, he was a sworn officer with the police department in Brunswick, 

Georgia, a corrections officer with the Georgia state prison system, and a member of the United 

States Marine Corps.  

On the date in question, Officer Meyer was in full uniform and operating unit 1113, a 

marked police SUV. Officer Meyer recalled that he heard the armed robbery call for service over 

the radio. He recalled that the individual who committed the armed robbery was described as a 

man wearing a straw hat and multicolored flannel shirt and carrying reusable shopping bags. 

Officer Meyer responded to the call behind Officer Torres. 

Officer Meyer recalled that as he and Officer Torres drove down Tuckaseegee Road, they 

encountered the decedent, who matched the description of the suspect in the armed robbery. 

Officer Meyer said he and Officer Torres pulled over to the right, slightly off the road in the 

grass, with their vehicles still facing to the east. Officer Meyer manually activated his BWC 

upon seeing the decedent and approaching in the car. Officer Meyer said his intent was to have a 

consensual encounter with the man. 

Officer Meyer said Officer Torres’ car was still in front Officer Meyer. Officer Torres 

exited from his driver’s door and walked to the front of Officer Meyer’s car and then walked 

between the two vehicles before approaching the decedent. Officer Meyer recalled that, as they 

approached the decedent, Officer Torres was slightly in front of Officer Meyer. He stated that 

Officer Torres called out to the decedent and said, “Hey man, let me talk to you.” The decedent 

looked at them, dropped his grocery bags, and revealed a revolver. 



Officer Meyer did not know where the decedent had the weapon before he pulled it out, 

saying he did not know whether the decedent pulled it from his pocket or his waistband. After 

pulling the weapon, the decedent had the gun in his right hand and did not say anything. Officer 

Meyer said the decedent put the barrel of the gun to his chin, and he was able to plainly see the 

gun was a revolver. Officer Meyer recounted that he drew his service weapon when he saw the 

decedent holding the weapon. Officer Meyer stated that the decedent briefly held the revolver to 

the decedent’s own chin, and Officer Meyer thought the decedent was going to commit suicide. 

Officer Meyer stated that, just as he had that thought, the decedent’s gun was coming down away 

from his chin. 

Officer Meyer did not know where the decedent’s gun went after he removed it from his 

chin, and he said he was “not sticking around to find out because he and [Officer] Torres were 

both in the open.” Officer Meyer began searching for cover and concealment. 

Officer Meyer stated he was at the “A-pillar” (the pillar that supports the windshield) of 

his vehicle when he heard a shot ring out and heard glass shatter. Officer Meyer stated the glass 

shattered due to the decedent firing at them. He also heard a “hissing” sound coming from the 

car. Officer Meyer recalled that when he got behind the car, Officer Torres was at the rear of the 

car, returning fire. Officer Meyer could see and hear Officer Torres’ casings hitting the ground. 

Officer Meyer did not know whether Officer Torres or the decedent shot first.  

Officer Meyer said he turned around and went to the engine block, stopping at the front 

of his vehicle. He recalled that he saw the decedent facing away from him in a “bladed stance,” 

with his right arm extended and a weapon in his hand. Officer Meyer did not think the decedent 

realized where Officer Meyer was because the decedent’s focus was on Officer Torres at the rear 

corner of the vehicle.  

Officer Meyer said the decedent was standing in a “bladed position” about 15 yards from 

him. The thought of making a shot from that distance caused Officer Meyer to slow his 

breathing, stabilize himself on the hood, check the backdrop, and pull the trigger. Officer Meyer 

believed the decedent flinched, and he believed he had struck the decedent. The decedent shifted 

his attention to Officer Meyer after Officer Meyer’s first shot. Officer Meyer said he re-

evaluated the situation, and he believed the decedent was still posing a threat to Officer Torres, 

so he fired a second time and assumed it struck the decedent, causing the decedent to fall to the 

ground. Officer Meyer said he fired his weapon twice and did not know how many times Officer 

Torres fired his gun. 

When the decedent fell, Officer Meyer could not see where the weapon went. Officer 

Meyer said he was not giving commands to the decedent and did not hear Officer Torres giving 

any commands either. Officer Meyer later said he could not recall what commands he gave 

during the shooting. He recounted that the event was quick, and there was no talking. Officer 

Meyer recounted that he took himself out of his covered position to see where the decedent’s 

weapon was to determine whether it was safe to approach to render aid. At that time, Officer 

Meyer told the decedent to show his hands but did not receive compliance. Officer Meyer stated 

that the decedent shifted onto his back and began using a cellphone, but Officer Meyer could still 

not see the location of the weapon. By that time, numerous other officers had begun to arrive.  



Officer Meyer said he spoke to Officer Torres, who was in mental distress, and told him 

it was all right. Once Officer Torres stood up, Officer Meyer grabbed him by the shoulder while 

another officer took Officer Torres’ spot. Officer Meyer took Officer Torres away from the scene 

and handed him off to someone else from CMPD.  

Officer Meyer stated that once he removed Officer Torres from the scene, he went back 

to the front of the vehicle where he had previously been and began trying to locate the decedent’s 

gun while maintaining cover. He believed a sergeant was using binoculars to also look for the 

gun from a safe distance. By this time, an arrest team had formed down the road and assumed the 

giving of commands to the decedent. Officer Meyer said the decedent continued to roll on the 

ground and put his head on a backpack while the arrest team told him to lay flat so they could 

offer medical assistance. Officer Meyer believed the decedent gave them the middle finger 

during this exchange, but he did not recall the decedent otherwise saying a single word during 

the entire event. Officer Meyer stated that while on the ground, the decedent’s hands were 

visible, and he did not have a weapon in his hands, but they could not see the weapon and could 

not determine whether the decedent could grab it. Officer Meyer said that due to these issues 

over locating the decedent’s gun, it was a few minutes from the time of the shooting to when 

they could approach the decedent to render medical assistance. Officer Meyer did not have a part 

in approaching the decedent or determining the approach for an arrest. He did not recall any prior 

dealings with the decedent. 

 Officer Meyer reported that he fired because the decedent posed an immediate threat to 

Officer Torres and continued to pose a threat to Officer Torres and himself after the armed 

decedent shifted his attention to Officer Meyer. He also noted that the decedent had shot his 

vehicle and at Officer Meyer. Officer Meyer recounted that he shot more than once because after 

Officer Meyer’s first shot, the decedent shifted toward him, still armed and posing an immediate 

threat. Because of this, he shot again, which stopped the threat, he said. 

Officer Jacob Meadors 

Officer Jacob Meadors was interviewed by SBI agents on June 26, 2022, at the Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Police Department, located at 601 East Trade Street. In that interview, Officer 

Meadors stated that on this day, he was acting as the training officer for Officer Owen Parker 

when the armed robbery call came over the radio. Officer Meadors said Officer Parker was 

driving the patrol vehicle, and Officer Meadors was riding in the front passenger seat. While 

responding to the armed robbery location and still about a quarter mile from the shooting scene, 

they heard Officer Meyer advise over the radio that shots had been fired.  

Officer Meadors stated that he activated the blue lights and told Officer Parker to drive 

straight. Officers Meadors and Parker arrived at the scene within approximately 30 seconds. 

Upon their arrival, Officer Meadors saw a man sitting on the sidewalk, facing away from Officer 

Meadors. Officer Meadors observed Officer Meyer standing near the front of a patrol vehicle, 

and Officer Torres was toward the rear of another patrol vehicle.  

Officer Meadors recalled that while he was still in his patrol vehicle, approximately 60 

feet away, he saw Officer Meyer fire his handgun toward the decedent. Officer Meadors said he 

was focused on the decedent and not the other officers, so he was not sure whether Officer 

Torres also fired his weapon, but he remembered hearing three or four gunshots. Officer 



Meadors estimated that Officers Meyer and Torres were approximately 25 feet away from the 

decedent. 

Officer Meadors stated that he could not see whether the decedent had anything in his 

hands when the shooting occurred, but he recalled that the decedent was sitting up, facing 

Officers Meyer and Torres. Officer Meadors could not hear any dialogue between the decedent 

and Officers Meyer and Torres due to his distance from the confrontation and the fact that he 

was still in his patrol vehicle. 

Officer Meadors said the decedent fell back following the shooting, and his hands went 

up as he fell back. The decedent then began to roll over and continued to move on the ground. At 

this time, Officers Meadors and Parker exited their patrol vehicle, and Officer Meadors heard 

Officer Meyer give commands for the decedent to show his hands. 

Multiple officers arrived at the scene after the shooting, Officer Meadors said. He 

recalled that he assisted in providing commands for the decedent to show his hands so that they 

could approach and render aid. He further stated that he issued commands over his patrol 

vehicle’s loudspeaker. Officer Meadors said the decedent would not show his hands and even 

held up his middle finger to officers. He moved the patrol vehicle up to provide rolling cover to 

officers so they could safely approach the decedent. Officer Meadors then got out of the patrol 

vehicle as other officers placed the decedent under arrest. While approaching the decedent, 

Officer Meadors located and secured a black revolver near the decedent’s feet.  

At that point, Officer Meadors was directed by a CMPD sergeant to assist as a peer 

support officer for Officer Meyer. Officer Meadors said first responders from the fire department 

were approaching when he was diverted to peer support. Officer Meadors estimated that 

approximately seven or eight officers were providing aid to the decedent prior to first responders 

arriving. Officer Meadors advised that the decedent was breathing and moving around but 

seemed “out of it” and that the officers assessing him were searching for additional injuries. 

Officer Owen Parker 

Officer Owen Parker was interviewed by SBI agents on June 26, 2022, at the Charlotte-

Mecklenburg Police Department, located at 601 East Trade Street. In that interview, Officer 

Parker stated he was working with his training officer, Officer Meadors, that afternoon. Officer 

Parker recalled that he and Officer Meadors were headed back to the office when they heard an 

armed robbery call over the radio. Officer Parker stated that he drove down Tuckaseegee Road 

and attempted to locate the suspect from the armed robbery. 

Officer Parker said he heard over the radio that the suspect had been spotted and that 

shots had been fired. Officer Parker was nearby, so he heard the shots, but he did not see the 

shooting. Officer Parker was not able to recall the exact number of shots fired. He was not able 

to see the distance between the firing officers and the decedent at the time of the shooting. 

Upon arrival, Officer Parker observed the decedent lying on the sidewalk. Officer Parker 

remained at his patrol vehicle while the decedent was given commands by other officers. Officer 

Parker heard the commands “don’t reach for the gun” and “let me see your hands.” At this time, 

Officer Parker observed that the decedent was still moving back and forth from his left to his 

right. 



Officer Parker said he was not able to see a firearm in the decedent’s vicinity until he 

moved up and assisted with the arrest. Officer Parker used a vehicle for cover to move up to the 

decedent and, once there, observed a black revolver handgun near the decedent’s feet. Officer 

Parker recalled that the decedent was placed on his stomach and handcuffed behind his back. 

 

E. Video evidence  

Officer Torres’ body-worn camera (BWC) 

Officer Torres’ BWC video began with Officer Torres in his vehicle. As Officer Torres 

got out of his vehicle, Officer Meyer exited his vehicle which was parked behind Officer 

Torres’s patrol SUV. In the video, the decedent can be seen walking on the sidewalk away from 

the grocery store, carrying two grocery bags, one in each hand.  

As Officer Torres approached the decedent, the decedent put both bags on the ground and 

began to reach toward the right side of his waist or pants, the video shows. As he did this, Officer 

Torres backed away from the decedent, removed his weapon, and pointed it at the decedent. The 

video shows the decedent pulled a gun from his waist or pants area with his right hand, crossed 

his arms, and stood on the sidewalk with the gun in his right hand.  

Officer Torres continued to back away from the decedent and yelled “hands” multiple 

times. Officer Meyer could also be heard telling the decedent to put his hands up. Officer Torres 

called out over the radio, “Hey, we got gunpoint” and began to move to the rear of Officer 

Meyer’s SUV. As Officer Torres did this, the decedent picked up the grocery bags, the video 

shows.  

Once at the rear of the SUV, Officer Torres again called over the radio, “Headquarters, 

we need one.” Officer Torres began telling the decedent to “drop the gun” and, although out of 

view of Officer Torres’ BWC, Officer Meyer’s BWC captured the decedent resuming his same 

direction of travel, walking down the sidewalk. As the decedent returned into view of the 

camera, the gun was visible in the decedent’s hand, the video shows, and Officer Torres again 

told the decedent to “drop the gun” and fired at the decedent. The decedent, who was still 

holding the gun in his right hand with the grocery bags in his left hand, flinched in response to 

Officer Torres’ gunfire. Officer Torres fired additional rounds, and the decedent turned and faced 

Officers Torres and Meyer and extended his right arm with his gun pointed toward the officers, 

the video shows. Officer Torres then fired additional rounds. The decedent could not be seen in 

the camera footage again until Officer Torres moved to his right, and the decedent could be seen 

on the ground.  

Officer Torres said, “He’s still pointing” multiple times and fired again. Multiple rapid 

gunshots were heard, and the decedent is blocked from view of the camera by the vehicle 

because Officer Torres had taken a kneeling position behind the SUV. Officer Torres then fired 

an additional shot. Officer Torres then said, “Shots fired” and began to give the decedent 

commands to hold his hands up and “don’t grab it.” The decedent cannot be clearly seen from 

the BWC during this portion of the interaction. Officer Torres continued to tell the decedent not 

to reach for the gun. Officer Torres was then instructed to move backward to the front of the 

vehicle, and Officer Meyer was heard speaking to Officer Torres. Officer Torres then moved to 



the front of his parked SUV, further away from the decedent. Officer Torres had no further 

interaction with the decedent. 

Officer Meyer’s BWC 

Officer Meyer’s BWC showed Officer Meyer pull to the side of the road and get out of 

his car. The decedent was walking on the sidewalk away from the grocery store, and Officer 

Torres was walking toward the decedent. As Officer Torres approached, the decedent put both 

grocery bags on the ground and began to reach toward the right side of his waist or pants, the 

footage shows. As he did this, Officer Torres backed away from the decedent, removed his 

service weapon, and pointed it at the decedent. 

Officer Meyer immediately pulled his gun and pointed it at the decedent, telling him to 

“put his [expletive] hands up” while backing away toward Officer Torres’ SUV. The decedent 

pulled a gun from his waist or pants with his right hand, crossed his arms, and stood on the 

sidewalk with the gun in his right hand, the video shows. Officer Meyer informed dispatch that 

he and Officer Torres had an armed subject, and Officer Meyer was pointing a gun at the 

decedent. 

Officer Meyer moved behind Officer Torres’ SUV, and the decedent was briefly out of 

camera view. When the decedent returned to camera view, he could be seen walking on the 

sidewalk with the bags of groceries in his left hand and the gun in his right. Officer Torres could 

be seen at the rear of Officer Meyer’s SUV. Officer Torres was also giving commands to the 

decedent to drop the gun.  

Officer Meyer then moved toward his SUV. Officer Torres continued to tell the decedent 

to drop the gun and then fired his weapon. Officer Meyer moved toward the hood of the SUV 

and more gunshots were heard. Once at the hood of the SUV, Officer Meyer’s BWC shows the 

decedent still on the sidewalk, facing away, and then turning toward the officers. 

Officer Meyer called “shots fired” over the radio multiple times. As more shots were 

fired, Officer Meyer leaned against the hood of the SUV and fired his weapon. The decedent 

cannot be seen on the BWC at this time. 

After Officer Meyer fired, the decedent returned into view of the BWC where he was on 

the ground. Officer Torres said, “still pointing,” and then multiple gunshots were heard along 

with glass shattering and the “hissing” of air escaping the tire on Officer Torres’ vehicle. Officer 

Meyer ducked behind the front of the SUV.  

After the shooting stopped, Officer Meyer asked Officer Torres, “How do you see?” 

Officer Meyer then went back to the hood of the SUV, still pointing his gun at the decedent. 

Officer Torres gave the decedent additional commands, and Officer Meyer approached Officer 

Torres and walked him back to the hood of the SUV, instructing Officer Torres to stay down. At 

this point, other officers came to the SUV to take the place of Officer Torres. Officer Meyer then 

assisted Officer Torres and moved him to Officer Torres’s vehicle. Officer Meyer then went 

back to the hood of his SUV and communicated over the radio regarding the decedent’s 

movements. He and other CMPD officers continued to tell the decedent to show his hands. 

Officer Meyer moved from his place of cover to attempt to locate the decedent’s gun but could 



not due to the distance. Officer Meyer then moved to the back of his SUV behind an officer with 

a rifle and communicated over the radio to have someone block Tuckaseegee Road. 

In the footage, Officer Meyer stated that the decedent’s gun was a silver revolver, and he 

“cranked off quite a few.” Officer Meyer again moved from the cover of the SUV and said he 

could not see the gun and that the decedent may be laying on it. When Officer Meyer moved to 

the hood of the SUV, the BWC showed that the SUV’s front passenger window had been 

shattered. 

Officers continued to give the decedent commands to roll over on his stomach. Officer 

Meyer again removed himself from his place of cover and began to approach the decedent while 

a group of CMPD officers approached the decedent from the opposite direction. Officer Meyer 

did not make it to the decedent and returned to his car.  

 

F. Physical evidence 

Thirteen discharged 9mm shell casings were recovered from the scene, corroborating the 

results of the round count that showed Officer Torres fired 11 times and Officer Meyer fired two 

times. The passenger window of Officer Meyer’s vehicle was shattered, and a projectile was 

recovered from the passenger door jamb near the windshield. The trajectory of that projectile is 

consistent with being fired by the decedent. Similarly, an unrecovered projectile traveled through 

the front passenger tire and exited through the front passenger wheel well of Officer Torres’ 

vehicle. Again, this trajectory is consistent with a shot fired by the decedent. A Ruger .357 Mag 

Revolver containing six spent casings in the cylinder, as well as a zipper bag containing 18 live 

rounds of .357 ammunition, was recovered by the decedent. 

 

G. Autopsy report 

The Mecklenburg County Medical Examiner’s Office performed an autopsy on Kevin 

Eugene Boston on June 27, 2022. The autopsy determined that the decedent suffered six gunshot 

wounds to the neck, arms, chest, and thigh. The cause of death was determined to be multiple 

gunshot wounds. A blood toxicology screening revealed the presence of 11-Hydroxy-THC, 

Delta-9 Carboxy THC, Delta-9-THC, Ketamine, and Midazolam. A copy of the autopsy report is 

included as an exhibit to this report. 

 

H. Conclusion 

It is undisputed that Officers Torres and Meyer fired their service weapons. Round counts 

and spent casings recovered from the scene suggest Officer Torres fired his weapon 11 times, 

and Officer Meyer fired his weapon twice. It is similarly clear that the decedent fired his weapon 

at officers, striking the vehicles that the officers were using as cover.  

The central issue in this review is whether Officers Torres and Meyers were justified 

under North Carolina law in using deadly force in the protection of themselves or another. A 



police officer – or any other person – is justified in using deadly force if he in fact believed that 

he or another person was in imminent danger of great bodily harm or death from the actions of 

the person who was shot and if his belief was reasonable.  

The credible evidence suggests the decedent had just committed an armed robbery of a 

grocery store by flashing his weapon at store personnel as he left without paying for 

merchandise. Based on the content of the call for service relayed to Officers Meyer and Torres 

by dispatch, Officers Meyer and Torres were reasonable in their belief that the decedent, whom 

they encountered moments later only a short distance from the location of the robbery, was 

armed when they saw him walking away from the store. When Officers Meyer and Torres 

attempted to make voluntary contact with the decedent, he reached toward his waist or pants.  

When a suspect, whom an officer reasonably believes to be armed and dangerous, 

reaches for a weapon in this manner, the officer is reasonable in fearing for his safety and the 

safety of others. The courts have found that an officer does not have to wait until a gun is pointed 

at the officer before the officer is entitled to take action. Anderson v. Russell, 247 F.3d 125 (4th 

Cir. 2001). Officers Torres and Meyer would have both been justified under the law of self-

defense had they fired on the decedent at this moment.  

Instead, Officers Torres and Meyer exhibited restraint and retreated to somewhat safer 

positions where they issued commands for the decedent to “drop the gun” and “show his hands,” 

which the decedent disregarded. While Officers Torres and Meyer gave the decedent commands 

to drop the weapon, the decedent ignored them and resumed walking away while displaying the 

firearm in his hand. During this time, Officer Torres was forced to retreat farther around his 

vehicle in order to maintain cover between himself and the armed decedent. While it appears the 

armed decedent was attempting to walk away from the scene, officers fulfilling their sworn duty 

to enforce the law are required to confront, rather than avoid, potentially dangerous people and 

circumstances. Permitting a suspect only moments removed from an armed robbery, who 

brandished and continued to brandish a weapon after being confronted by officers on a public 

sidewalk would have placed both responding officers and the members of the surrounding 

community in immediate danger. 

Furthermore, Officers Torres and Meyer did not lose the right of self-defense through 

their initial exercise of restraint. Officers Torres and Meyers were entitled to use deadly force as 

long as the threat remained and did not lose the right to self-defense merely by exercising 

restraint in an initial attempt to defuse the situation. A subject in an armed robbery who is 

displaying a firearm and not complying with officers’ commands remains a deadly threat. As 

such, Officer Torres and Meyer were entitled to use deadly force in self-defense when Officer 

Torres fired upon the decedent. After Officer Torres fired upon the decedent, the decedent turned 

and pointed the gun in the direction of Officers Torres and Meyer, and Officer Meyer also fired 

his weapon. Officer Meyer was similarly entitled to use deadly weapon in his own self-defense 

and in defense of Officer Torres. 

No available evidence in this case would enable the State to prove to a jury beyond a 

reasonable doubt that Officers Meyer and Torres did not act in defense of themselves or another. 

The information relayed to the officers regarding the armed robbery at the grocery store, the 

body-worn camera videos, the physical evidence at the scene, as well as the statements of both 

officers, all corroborate that Officers Meyer and Torres were reasonable in their belief that the 



decedent posed an imminent threat of great bodily harm or death to themselves and the public 

when they fired their weapons, killing the decedent. Accordingly, the State will not pursue 

criminal charges related to the death of Kevin Eugene Boston. 

 If you have any questions, please contact me directly.   

 

     Sincerely, 

 

 

Spencer B. Merriweather III    

 District Attorney 

 

CC: Chief Johnny Jennings, Charlotte-Mecklenburg Police Department 



Exhibits: 

The decedent reaches for his weapon as shown on Officer Meyer’s BWC.        Return 

 

  



The decedent pulls his gun as shown on Officer Torres’ BWC.         Return 

 

  



The decedent points the gun in the direction of Officer Torres while crossing his arms as shown in Officer Meyer’s BWC. Return 

 

  



The decedent walking while swinging the gun in his right hand as captured by Officer Meyer’s BWC.    Return 

 

  



Officer Torres’ first shot as captured by Officer Torres’ BWC.         Return 

 

  



Officer Torres’ second shot as caputred by Officer Torres’ BWC.         Return 

 

  



The decedent points the gun in the direction of Officer Torres after Officer Torres’ second shot.     Return 

 

  



The decedent pointing the gun in the direction of the officers after Officer Torres’ fourth shot.     Return 

 

  



The shattered passenger window on Officer Meyer’s patrol vehicle.        Return 

 

  



The front passenger tire of Officer Torres’ patrol vehicle and trajectory of the decedent’s projectile as it exited the tire.  Return 

 

  



The decedent’s .357 revolver.              Return 

 

  



The six spent rounds in the decedent’s weapon.           Return 

 

 


































